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 Landschaftstheater Ballenberg: Bärner Gringe

Guidle.com

A true story from the Emmental

The play "Bärner Gringe" is based on a true story by Emmental writer Simon
Gfeller.

Rötele is a maid who struggles through life with quiet strength. She has a hard
time, she is poor. The people in the village make it even harder for her. They
cut and mock her, they say Rötele's hair is the color of the devil. It's forzantine
red. Rötele marries her Hans, they live on a small estate, they have good years
and very bad ones. A drought almost wipes out the small farm. Hans is no
help, on the contrary. And those in the village have always known that things
will not go well with Rötele. But someone like her doesn't give up.

"Bärner Gringe", based on the well-known Emmental dialect writer Simon
Gfeller (1868 - 1943), is based on a true story. The Rötele did exist. Her life
story is the story of many: simple, upright people who persistently go their
own way despite everything. Because the Bärner Gring is proverbial: tough,
determined, courageous.

Author: Martin Bieri & Francesco Micieli

Director: Olivier Keller

Leading role: Fabienne Hadorn

Note: This text was translated by machine translation software and not by a
human translator. It may contain translation errors.

Events:

Venue:
Dorfplatz
6060 Sarnen

 http://landschaftstheater-ballenberg.ch/
de/willkommen

Contact Person:
IG Obwaldner Alpchäs
Girhalten 1
6063 Stalden
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